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COMPARISON OF HEAVY CHARGED PARTICLES AN!l X-RAYS 

FOR AXIAL TOMOCRAPIIIC SCANNINC 

R. H. Huesman, A. H. Rosenfeld, and F. T. Solmit: 

ABSTRACT 

l.Bl.- .'i040 

A comparison is made between x-rays of various energies and heavy 

charged particles for their effectiveness in imaging of three-dimensional 

distributions of biological samples. It is shown that low-: heavy 

charged particles give lower radiation doses than x-rays for imaging 

the human head. 

Dose versus resolution calculations for imaging with heavy charged 

particles include nuclear scattering as well as multiple Coulomb scattering. 

Calculations for x-rays neglect the skin dose which is large compared to 

the average dose sustained by the patient. 
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ERRATA 

Please make the following corrections on subject report: 

llATE: April 30, 1976 

1) Cover and title page reads: ... Axial Tomograpic Scanning, 

should read: Axial Tomographic Scanning. 

2) Abstract page is missing, please insert attached Abstract . 

3) Page 6, (3rd line of text) reads: . . . relative Jose which dose not ... 

should read: ... relative Jose which does not 

4) Page 6 (Equation 1) reads: 
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5) Page 12 (Equation 17) reads: 

should read: 

6) Page 13 (top line of text) reads: Tables 2 and 3 

should read: Tables 1 and 2 

7) Page 16, Table 3, heading of third column reads: ( 1/pS) av 
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I. INTRODUCJION 
Axial tomographic scans usina x-rays have been used for some tamt- a!< anpul for 

]-dimensional reconstruction of electron density distnbutaons of baoloaacal samplt-!'1. 
The· atlenuatio':l of an x...:ray beam is measured over many coplanar paths through " 
"slice" of the object to be reconstructed. Each of these measuremt-nts yat-ld the 
Integral of the attt-nuation coefficient (for the particular x-ray enerv used) over a lint
in the plane. The attenuation coenicient is rouahly proportional to electro11 den!'! at y. 

Integrated electron densities can ai'IO be determined ,by measurang lht' !'!IOWIIIi 
down of heavy charged particles after havana passed throuah a baotoaac41 samplt>. In 
this report we shall compare the resolution and relative dose requared by heavy 
charged particles and x-rays . 

We shall assume that a water bath surrounds the object to be reconstructrd so 
that the measurement of integrated electron density shall be over a faxrd path lt-nath 
l. What is important then is how accurately one can determine the dafferem:t- bt-tween 
the inte~&ral with the object in the bath and the intearal over a lenath Lor watt-r. It as 
also assumed that electron density of the biologacal sample is close to th4t of wdtt-r. 

from the slow ina down of a heavy charaed particle, what .as actually mt-a:Hired as 
an integral of the linear stoppang power of the medium. Thas as darectly proportaonal to 
electron density but also depends weakly on the mean exitataon energy of tht- atoms of 
the medium. Also, ·in the x-ray case the linear attenuataon coefhcaent as only dan•ctly 
proportional to the electron density "when the attenuation ·as due only to Compton 
scattering. for the purpose of this comparison we shall normalize to the stoppang 
power and attenuation coefficient of water and assume that deviataons due to ,tht> 
presence of the biological sample are due to changes in the electron dt-nsaty. 

II. ATTENUATION Of X-RAYS 
We assume that a monoenergetic beam of N

7 
x-rays of t-nergy t

7 
as anudt>nt on 

the water box with the biological sample present. The number of x-rays emt-rgang 
from the opposate side of the water box is gaven by, 

l 
N = N7 exp( - Jo ,..(x)dx J (I) 

where ,..(x) as the linear attenuation ctiefficaent or the water and the sample. Wt> dt-fan~, 

1 l 1 !ol I N 
I = - ( ( 1-'(x)dx - 1-' L J = -- 1-'(x)dx - L = - In-! - L 
1 1-'o Jo o ~-'o 0 ~-'o N 

(2) 

whert" 1-'o as the attenuataon coefhcaent for water. By normalazang to water, wt• li<t\it' 

defined 1
7 

to be the antegral of the relatave electron densaty daHen.once from walt>r when 
the x-ray attenuataon as only due to Compton scatterang (a.e., darectl~· proportaonal to 
electron dt>nsaty). 

Tht> accuracy of 1
7 

dept>nds on N
7 

an the follow ang • ay: 

J.\ I 

l'oN = ~-'o~ 
( j) 

But, 
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(4) 

if the attenuation coeHicient of the sample does not difrt-r very much from t hAl of 
water, so that 

(5) 

We now calculate the ener&Y deposited as a funct1on of cH1 • Of the N
7 

anc1dt>nt 
x-rays, the energy or (N7 - N) or them is absorbed so that the total t-nergy depos!lt>d IS 

given by, 

(6) 

From eqn {5), 

(7) 

so that, 

(8) 

For all practical cases expV.
0

L) >> 1, so that 

(9) 

Ill. SLOWING DOWN OF HEAVY CHARGED PARTICLES 
Heavy charged particles (large mass compared to an electron) slow down when 

passing through matter because or interactions with electrons. Out> to the statiStiCal 
nature of lh1s process, two identical particles passmg through ttie same materaal wtll 
not slow down exactly the same amount. Th1s well known phenomenon ts ca:led range 
straggling. 

We assume that a monoenergellc beam of NP heavy charged part1cles of atom1c 
number A and kinetic energy £P is incident on the water box· w.tth the btologacal Sdlllplt> 
present. After emerging form the opposite side or the box, the parltcles entt>r d second 
homogeneous medium of linear stoppmg power "'. (relattve to watt>r) and {'Omt' to d 
stop, and the average depth of penetration R is measured. If A.(x) is the relaliVt' hnear 
slopping power of the water and sample then, 

L 
A5 R + Jo .\(x)dx = A.,.~ + L (I) 

where R
0 

is the depth of penelrallon when the sample is not present and a thackne"s L 
of water 1s traversed. We dt-fine 
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L 
IP • fo A(x)dx - L • ".(Ro - R) (2) 

By normalizint~ to water, we have defined IP to be the mtearal of the relat1ve elec·tron 
density difference from water apart from the weak dependence of the stoppma power 
on mean ex1talJon energy. 

The accuracy of IP depends of NP in the followina way: 

( .l) 

But a, the uncertainly in the lonaitudanal stoppint~ pomt of each pcut1cle, 1s 
approximately proportional to the total range divided by the square root of the mass, 
50 that . 

where L0 is the range in water and S is the constant of proporllonahty wh1ch 
on the imlial velocity but varies slowly and is about 0.01. By lakmg the 
slopping point of the NP particles, the uncertainty an R is reduced to, 

so that, 

SL o I • _::;..:::.11.-
P vANP 

(4) 

depends 
averaae 

(5) 

(6) 

In add1lion to range straggling, the particles are deOected by mteract10ns w1th 
the nuclei of the medium they are passing through. This phenomenon 1s called mult1ple 
Coulomb scattering and makes it impossible to know the path of each partu;:le excKlly. 
In Section V we shall show that by measuring the entrance and ex1t pos1t1ons dnd 
angles of each particle, the uncertainly of the path of the particles IS greatly reduced. 
ror the purpose of relaltve dose calculations tn the next sectton, we neglect th1s effect. 

We now calculate the energy deposited as a funct1on of olp. The NP part1cle,.; 
deposit some fract1on, f, of their energy into the water bath and biolog1cal sample they 
pass through. Then the energy deposited as given by f£PNP. 

Another type of tnteractton which the parl1cle can undeq~o 1s e1 non-elc\Sllc 
nuclear colliston. Particles undergoing such collisions are not useful to us, but 
increase the number of incident parttcles needed to have NP useful ones. Let g be the 
fract1on which suffer nuclear collisions and assume that they also depos1t a lracl1on I of 
lhetr energy. Then the total energy deposited ts, 
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E -~ 
P 1- I 

from eqn. (6), 

so that, 

N •! (~)2 
P A 61 

P. 

IV. RELATIVE AVERAGE DOSE 

(7) 

(B) 

(9) 

The relative dose between x-rays and heavy charged particles 1s dett>rnuned by 

the average energy deposited per gram of the bloiO&Ical sample. What wt' calculate 
here is the average relative dose which dose not take into account lwo efft-cts: 

a) The energy deposited by a beam of x-rays IS much larger near the t>ntrdnce 
to the water box than near the t>xit. 

b) The energy deposited by a beam of heavy charged particles 1s slightly largf'r 
near the exit than it is near the entrance to the water box. 

In order to make a comparison, we shall calculate the quant1t1es E
1

(61
7

)2 for 
x-rays and Ep(61~ for heavy charged particles. These numbers will bt> d1rectly 
proportional to the dose needed to obtain a measurement of 1

1 
(or lp) ••th uncertcunty 

617 (-61.). 
For the purpose of comparison we shall assume a watf'r bath th~ekness L '!" 25 em 

and heavy charged· particles of range L
0 

• 3l em of water. These pcuctmt-ters dre 
suitable for imaging the human head. 

from eqn. (11-9), 

(I) 

where E
7

, 61
1 

and ~0 have the same meaning as 10 Section II. We have obtamed values 
of ~0 for various x-ray energies from ref. I. Table l gives values of E

1
(ol

1
) 2 for vanous 

values of E
7 

assuming L = 25 em. for the convemence of the reader •rt• also show the 
fraction of attenuation which is due to the photoelectnc effect. 

from eqn. (111-9), 

(2) 

where EP, 61P, r, £P' S, A and g have the same meanmg as in Sect1on Ill. We have 
obtained values for Ep/A and f from ref. 2, assuming an initial range of 32 ern of watt"r 
and a res1dual range of 7 em of water after leaving the water box. Values for g havt' 
been calculated using the approximate formula for cross sect1ons of two complt"x nuC'It'l 
of atom1c we1ghts A1 and Az given by, 
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(3) 

Values for S have been obtained from ref. 3 where we have used values lor protons m 
berellium (whose mean exitation ener&Y is close to that of water) for the appropnate 
value of t,/A. Table 2 aives values of E,(61.J2 for various heavy char1ed portacles. 

We a1ain remind the reader that for heavy charaed particles we havt> neglected 
the effect of multiple Coulomb scattenna. By the methods of ~elton V we ~hc1ll be Able 
to know the path of the particle to within a small fractton of the deviataon from a 
straight ltne which is due to multiple scatterina. for our worst case (protons of r<tnge 
32 em of water passina throuah 25 em of water) we know the proJected path (holfway 
throuah the water box) to a precision of about ~0.8 mm. 

Within the above framework, relative doses between x-rays of vetnous energtPs 
and various heavy charged particles can be compared direclly by in5pectaon of the lc1st 
columns of T ubles 1 and 2. 

V. MULTIPLE COULOMB SCATI"ERING 
When a heavy charged particle passes throuah matter ats path as dellt>ded by 

elastic scattering with the nuclei of the medium. Th1s phenomenon has bPE•n stud1ed 
exten5ively and is called multiple Coulomb scallerang. The d1stnbutaon of proJected 
angles of deflection after passing throuah a small thickness x of molter as known to bt' 
approximately Gaussian, and from ref. 4 we aet the relat1on: 

(I) 

where (e2(x)) is the mean square projected angle of deflect1on; z, p and fJ c1re the 
charge, momentum and velocity of the particle respectavely; L,ed 1s the radaataon lt>ngth 
of the material and' 

(2) 

where mr 1s the mass of the electron .. We rewrite eq, (I) as, 

(e2(x)) =ax ( 3) 

where 

a (4) 

If one d1vides the length x into n slabs each of thickness d, so that x : nd, tht>n 
we can write down the correlation between the angular changt>s between tht> a1h ttnd Jth 
slab as, 

where o,J as the Kronecker delta and the anguJar changes 1n dallerent slc1bs dre 
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uncorrelated. Taken to the infinitesimal limit this becomes, 

(6) 

where 6(x' - x") is the D1rac delta function. We then have the relatiOn, 

!ca dB 
B(x) • dx'-(x') 

0 dx 
(7) 

To obtain the lateral displacement of the particle downstream a d1stance x, we must 
remember that an angular deflect1on dB at a distance x' w11l be proJectE'd as A lateral 
displacement (x - x')dB at a d1stance x. Therefore, the displacement at a d1stt~nce x 1s 
given by, 

r• dB 
y(x) "' Jo dx'(x - x'~(x') {B) 

In both (7) and (8) above we have assumed the anillal conditions, 

B(O) • y(O) .,; 0 (9) 

In what follows we shall assume that a heavy char&ed particle 1s anc1dent on a 
homogeneous medium of thickness L. We shall make the approx1mat1on that t/(pfJ) of 
the particle is constant over the path, and in practice we use the average value. We 
shall estimate the lateral deviation of the particle ((rom a stra1ght hne path) by a 
function y•(x), which depends on the exit position and angle (y(L) and B(L) respect1vE'Iy 
which we can measure). 

We will n<?w evaluate several expressions wh1ch we shall need below. 

r·~ r·~ 
= a Jo dx'Jo dx" 6(x' - x") - ax< ( 10) 

where x< is the smaller of x 1 and x~. After similar integrations we ftnd, 

(I I) 

and 
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• ·J 

( 12) 

where x> is the larger of x 1 and Xz. 

We now estimate y(x) by the function, 

y"(x) • av(L) + b8(L) (I 3) 

and to determine a and b, we minimize the mean square dev1allon of y"(x) from the 
true path y(x). Let 0 be this expression, then 

0 • ((y"(x) - y(x)JZ) • ((ay(L) + b8(L) - y(x)JZ) ( 14) 

After setting the partial denvatives with respect to a and b to zero and domg some 
algebra we get, 

a(y2(L)) + b{y(L)B(L)} • (y(x)y(L)) 
a(y(L)B(L)) + b(el(L)} • (y(x)8(L)) ( 15) 

After solving for a and b, substituting from eqs. (10), (ll) and (12) we get (4ftt>r much 
more algerba), 

x2 
a • -;, (JL - x) 

L 

x2 
b •- 72 (L- x) 

L 

and we have for the estimated path, 

y"(x) • 5(3L - 2x)y(L) - ~(L - x)8(L) 

Finatly we get for the mean square deviation (after yet more algebra), 

which is largest at x = .SL where 

( 16) 

( 17) 

( 18) 

( 19) 

In Table 3 we give values for the maxtmum r.m.s. dev1atton of the estmtated 
path f~om the true path for various heavy charged particles (1.e. v'O[SL)). for the 
purpose of this comparison we have used a water bath of thickness L = 25 ern and 
particles of range L0 = 32 ern of water. (1/plf) ... is the average value of 1/p/J O\'er the 
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25 em or water, and we have used Lrecl • 36.4 em. 
For other estimates or the path of the particle than that given by eqn. ( 17), <til 

the values of v"omu on Table 3 should be multiplied by a factor. We g1ve th1s factor, 
without proof, for two other path estimates: 

a) For the parabola described by 

. x2 
y•(x) • L2 y(L) (20) 

the m~ximum occurs at x • .6L, and the values of v"o ..... ,. ·on Table 3 should be 
multiplied by 1.49. 

b) For the straight line described by 

• X 
y (x) • i y(L) (21) 

the maximum occurs at x • .SL, and the values of ~: on Table 3 should be 
multiplied by 2. 

VI. THE RECONSfRUCTION 
Looking toward the reconstruction of the dislnbul•on of electron dt>ns1ty olier 

the 2-dimensional slice, we now define the bock proJection .. We assume that the datu, 
11, consist of a collection of integrated electron dens1lles over n coplanar paths throu11h 
the slice. We lake a square area to be reconstructed which has dJmensJons D><D, <tnd 
we subdivide it into small square cells of d1mens1ons dxd. Then the area to be 
reconstructed consists of (D/d)Z cells, each of which 1s assumed to c·onta1n un1!orrn 
electron dens1ty. 

Wedefine the back projecl1on, B.,, for the k1h cell to be the sum over then paths 
of the integrated electron dens1ly times the line length through the k1h cell, 

where t.., 1s the line length of the i 1h path through the k1h cell, and 11 is the ontegrated 
relative electron density difference from water over the 11

h path as defined 1n Sect1on~ 
II and Ill above. The normalization factor, D/(nd 3) is chosen such that 11 the k 1h ceil 
has unit dens1ty d1fference and all other cells have zero dens1ty d1ffert>nce from W<tter, 
then B., IS apprOXImately equal to umty. 

If p,.. is the relative electron density difference from water, then 1
1 

1s s1mply 
given by, 

I, = 'f.t,p
1 

(l) 
I 

and we can wnte the backproJection 10 terms of the density as, 

tO 
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f 

I 

D D 
~ - ;up P•'lk --;;dl ~:till 11PI (3) 

Defining the matrix tot by the expression, 

(4) 

and subslitutmg into eq. (3) we see that, 

(5) 

A diagonal element of the matrax W is given by, 

(6) 

but liJ is non-zero about d/D of the time, and when non-zero 1l 1s about equal to d, so 
that 

(7) 

which justifies the normalization factor stated above. 
from eq. (5) we see that the backproJect&on is JUSt a matrix mult1pllc-allon w1th 

the density vector, and 1f the problem 1s well posed, the dens1ty vector can be obttuned 
after a matrix inversion. Since the matnx tot may be very large, 1t 1s usually not 
practical to mvert it. We shall put th1s problem as1de for the moment dnd return to at 
later. 

Investigating the uncertainly in the reconslrucl&on, 
vector in terms of the inverse of the matrix W as, 

we express the densaty 

The uncertainty of Pj due to the uncertamly in the 11 1s easily calculated. 
that the uncertainty of all li are equal to 61 we have, 

\2 (061)2~(~ -1 )2 (061)2~ -1 -1"' (6pi' = - 3 t... W.ik l* "' -3 tot.ik Mpn '-'*tam nd 1 nd m 1 

Substitution from eq. (4) gives, 

D D (opf = (61_>2 - 3 >tot~
1 w,...-1 w .. m = (61)2 - 1 tot»- 1 

nd [D. ,.. nd 

11 

(B) 

(9) 

( 10) 



It is well known that the operation of backprojection is simply a convolut1on with 
the function 1/r (see ref. 5). Therefore the dl-.onal elements of thr matr1x M arr 
equal and the off-diaaonal elements decrease proportional to thr reciprocal .or thr 
distance bet ween cells. That is, M.lk is proportional to thr reciprocal or the distance_ 
between the k1h and lh cells. Since it is usually impractical to invert the matnx M, we 
have attempted to ·find an approximation to y-l which IS also a convolution and wh1ch 
is limited in extent. We have set Mi1 equal to zero when the j 1h and k1h t·ells are 
greater than a specified distance apart and have solved for the remaanmg Mjk1 whach 
best satisfy the relationship, 

( 11) 

in the least squares sense, where 61' is the Kronecker delta. for all ranges of non-zero 
Mj1 tried, the diagonal element (central element of the convolution) has remamrd 
stable and is equal to 1.6. 

A second approach to findin& the convolution y-a was also tned. In thas 
approach we t.ised the 2-dimensional fourier convolution theorm which statrs an our 
case, 

(12) 

where f 2 indicates 2-dimensional fourier transformation and • indicatrs convolutaon. 
Solving for f 2(p) we get, 

( 13) 

so that. 

(14) 

where f2 1 indicates inverse 2-dimensional fourier transformation. Wtth thas apprOAch 
the central element of the c~nvolution y-l was also found. to be equal to 1.6. from eq. 
(10) we therefore have the result, 

.z ~ 1.6D 
(6p1 - - (61r ~ 

nd 

and solving for (61)2 we get. 

so that, 

nd3 
(61)2 .,;, (6p)Z-

1.6D 

( 15) 

( 16) 

( 17) 
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which has been tabulated in Tables Z and 3 for x-rays of various enera1es and varaous 
heavy charged particles, respectively. 

The energy deposited in the slice is given by, 

( 18) 

and the dose IS given by (assuming a mass density of I g/cm2 w1than the slice), 

nE 
dose • ti)2 MeV/g 

nE -5 • ti)2 x (1.6xl0 ) mrad 

1.6[E(6t)2
) ( 6 o-s) 

• -tDd3(6p)2 x I. xl mrad ( 19) 

where t is the thicknes; of the slice. 
Table 4 gives dose calculations for varying cell size and a :t I~ uncertaanty an the 

reconstruction. Table 4 assumes a ZS em water bath and g1ves values for both He ions 
of range 3Z em of water and 80 keV x-rays. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that heavy charged particles are applicable to the problem of 

3-dimensional reconstruction of electron density distributions of biological samples. 
Inspection of the right hand columns of Tables I and Z shows that the use of low z 
heavy charged particles gives about an order of magnitude advantage in dose over 
x-rays when the resolution of the reconstruction as large compared to the multiple. 
scattering and when the photoelectric absorbtion Of the X-rays IS negligible. 

We have shown that the transverse uncertainty an the path of a heavy charged 
particle due to multiple scattering can be reduced by measureing the entrance and ex1t 
positions and angles of the particle. Table 3 gives this unce"rtainty half way through 
the water bath, where it is largest. 

We _have compared patient doses for 
suitable for imaging the human head. 
reconstructed cell sizes . 

He ions and 80 keV x-rays under cond1t1ons 
Table 4 gives these doses for varaous 
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TABLE 1. ENERGY DEPOSITED BY X-RAYS TIMES THE . VARIANCE OF' THE RELATIVE 
INTEGRATED ELECTRON DENSITY MEASURED• 

.04 

.05 

.06 

.08 

. I 0 

. 15 

.20 

.30 

.40 

.50 

.267 

.227 

.206 

. 184 

. 171 

. 151 

. 137 

. 119 

. 106 

.097 

20.5 
11.8 
7.3 
3.2 
1.7 
0.5 
0.2 
0.07 
0.04 
0.02 

• The x-rays are assumed to be attenuated by l5 em of water. 

E
1
(6l

1
)l 

(WPV-t.~ml) 
2280 

445 
283 
244 
237 
246 
287 
327 
415 
504 
600 

TABLE 2. ENERGY DEPOSITED BY HEAVY CHARGED PARTICLES TIMES THE VARIANCE OF' THE 
RELATIVE INTEGRATED ELECTRON IJENSITY MEASURED• 

A z t,/A I - I s r,(61p)2 

~MeV) <" I0-2
) (MeV::~~~~ 

H 1 228.3 .581 .64 I. 00 21 
D 2 152.8 .575 .53 I. 04 18 
T 3 1 121.3 .573 .47 I. 06 11 
He 4 2 228.3 .581 . 4 3 I. 00 32 
c 12 6 445.3 .599 .27 0.94 89 
0 16 8 535.2 .606 .20 0.92 141 
Ne 20 10 619.5 . 611 . 16 0.91 201 

• The particles are assumed to have a ranae of 32 em of water and pass throuah 25 em 
of water. 
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fABLE 3. MAXIMUM UNCERTAINTY Of TRANSVERSE POSITION Of THE PATH Of A HEAVY 
CHARGED PARTICLE 

A z (1/piJ) •• a ,;o:fl~ 
--·------- ------- (Mev- 1x lQ-3) J.£m-.~~- (em) 

H 3.55 78. I .080 
D 2 5. 17 41.3 . 058. 
T 3 1 6.77 31.5 .051 
He 4 2 3.55 19.5 .040 
c 12 6 I. 96 5.9 .022 
0 16 8 I. 67 4.3 . 019. 
Ne 20 10 1.48 3 .. 4 . 017 

• The particles are assumed to have a ranae of 32 em of water and pass through 25 em 
or water. 

TABLE 4. DOSE AS A FUNCTION Of CELL SIZE FOR ALPHA PARTICLES AND 80 keV X-RAYS 

I. Cell size (mm) 6 4 2 

2. Cells along one side, n (a) 42 63 125 

3. Dose to patient lor He (mrad) (Ill ,c) 1.5 5. I 37 

4. Dose to patient lor 80 keV x-rays 1 I 38 304 

(a) for a total area of 25 em x 25 em. 
(b) for reconstruction good to %1~. If only :t~ is desired, then divide by 4, etc. 
(c) for a 1 em thick slice. If the slice thickness is only 5mm. multiply by 2, etc. 
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..----------LEGAL NOTICE----------....., 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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